Annual Report of the Grievence Committee 2021-2022

Members:
Duval, Barbara - Studio Art
Long, Mark - Political Science
Lowe, Lenny - Religious Studies
Overby, Jason - Chemistry and Biochemistry
Wise, Carl - Hispanic Studies (Chair)

Alternates:
Kyryliuk, Becky - Health and Human Performance
Leclerc, Anthony - Computer Science
Malek, Amy - International Studies
Mikati, Rana - History

One grievance was sent to the chair, brought to the committee, and resolved. Discussions were continued with Academic Affairs regarding the type of training committee members should receive to best serve their roles in helping resolve grievances and the committee was provided with a module course for conflict resolution.

The incoming committee for 2022-2023 voted via email and elected Lenny Lowe as the next chair.

Respectfully Submitted,

Carl Wise